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Figure 1: Interactive neural relighting. Left: interactive exploration on a laptop with integrated graphics (full HD display, Intel Coffee

Lake GT2 graphics); Right: interactive exploration on a 98-inch multi-touch display connected to a desktop PC (4K, NVIDIA RTX 2080 Ti

graphics). Both applications use the same code executing in a web browser. The model on the left is derived from a high-resolution MLIC

capture of textile artifacts from the Oseberg Find, coming from a Viking Age burial mound at Oseberg in South Norway. The model on the

right is of an organ door with an announcing angel, 17th century, belonging to the Diocesan Museum of Vicenza and reconstructed from a

handheld-light MLIC capture in collaboration with the Accademia delle Belle Arti of Verona.

Abstract

Relightable images created from Multi-Light Image Collections (MLICs) are one of the most commonly employed models for

interactive object exploration in cultural heritage. In recent years, neural representations have been shown to produce higher-

quality images, at similar storage costs, with respect to the more classic analytical models such as Polynomial Texture Maps

(PTM) or Hemispherical Harmonics (HSH). However, their integration in practical interactive tools has so far been limited due

to the higher evaluation cost, making it difficult to employ them for interactive inspection of large images, and to the difficulty in

integration cost, due to the need to incorporate deep-learning libraries in relightable renderers. In this paper, we illustrate how

a state-of-the-art neural reflectance model can be directly evaluated, using common WebGL shader features, inside a multi-

platform renderer. We then show how this solution can be embedded in a scalable framework capable to handle multi-layered

relightable models in web settings. We finally show the performance and capabilities of the method on cultural heritage objects.

CCS Concepts

• Computing methodologies → Reflectance modeling; Graphics systems and interfaces; • Applied computing → Arts and

humanities;

1. Introduction

The interactive inspection of the shape and appearance of objects is
of fundamental importance in many application fields. In the Cul-
tural Heritage (CH) domain, it is routinely used by both experts
(e.g., scholars and conservators) and the wider public to replace,
augment, or complement the inspection of real objects [SCC∗11].
In this context, in parallel to interactive viewers focusing mostly

on the shape of 3D virtual replicas [PCD∗15, Ske19], relighting
approaches, popularized by Reflectance Transformation Imaging
(RTI) viewers [CHI19], have emerged as one of the most common
and effective ones.

Relighting viewers operate on a 2D view of the scene of interest,
and on top of offering panning and zooming, make it possible to
control a virtual light to re-illuminate the scene during an inspec-
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tion, as well as to present multiple facets of it using stratigraphic
rendering techniques [JAP∗21, BAMG21]. The success of this ap-
proach is due to the ease with which such scenes can be acquired
using a fixed camera and a variety of setups [PDC∗19], as well
as to a number of practical reasons that facilitate the deployment
and usage of such viewers. First of all, many cultural objects (e.g.,
paintings, coins, bas-reliefs, or manuscripts) have a dominant view-
ing direction, and many others are naturally inspected from one or
a few preferential views (e.g., many statues). Second, restricting
camera control to 2D panning and zooming removes the complex-
ity of 3D camera control, which is one of the main difficulties of 3D
exploration applications, reducing learning curves [JH15]. Finally,
a relighting interface supports a type of visualization very appro-
priate to inspect fine surface and appearance details and resembles
the classical physical inspection with raking light sources to reveal
surface detail of actual objects under study. For this reason, the
interactive inspection of relightable images has been applied to a
wide range of items and has shown to be very appropriate both for
expert and casual users [PDC∗19].

Performing realistic interactive re-illumination based on a
(physically-based) shape and material model, however, practically
restricts the method to the limited number of cases in which
computing such a model is feasible, and requires non-trivial run-
time illumination computation at rendering time to take into ac-
count non-local lighting effects and/or transparency and translu-
cency [PDC∗19]. For this reason, the vast majority of relighting
viewers employ Reflectance Transformation Imaging (RTI) meth-
ods that simply reproduce the acquired reflectance field, without
any separation into shape and reflectance components. Starting
from a Multi-Light Image Collection (MLIC), i.e., a set of pho-
tographs acquired with a fixed camera under varying lighting con-
ditions, such methods strive to compactly encode acquired data us-
ing view-dependent per-pixel reflectance functions, allowing effi-
cient transmission, storage, and generation of new images using
any light direction in the hemisphere around the camera place.

A large variety of solutions have been proposed to model re-
flectance functions and perform fitting to input data. Classic inter-
active solutions to perform RTI, however, rely on low-frequency
representations that fail to suitably represent the subtle illumina-
tion effects generated by the intertwining of complex local geo-
metric and appearance characteristics [PDC∗19]. In recent years,
reflectance functions based on artificial neural networks have been
shown to produce higher-quality images, at similar storage costs,
with respect to classical analytical formulations (see Sec. 2). How-
ever, their integration into interactive tools has so far been limited,
due to a number of practical reasons. First of all, current approaches
still have a higher computational cost, making the per-pixel evalua-
tion on massive models and large pixel-count displays incompatible
with interactivity constraints, especially on commodity and mobile
platforms. Moreover, their deployment in viewers typically requires
the integration of libraries and frameworks for neural inference that
require non-trivial programming efforts and complicate data com-
munication with the rest of the graphics infrastructure (see Sec. 2).
This is particularly true for current web-based viewers that must
rely on standard WebGL, HTML5, and JavaScript features to en-
sure portability.

In this paper, we report on our work aiming at integrating com-
plex relightable representations into modern scalable systems for
inspecting stratigraphic models. After providing a short overview
of the related work (Sec. 2), we illustrate how a state-of-the-art
neural reflectance model based on an asymmetric auto-encoder de-
sign [DFP∗20] can be efficiently integrated into a shader archi-
tecture, evaluating it directly into fragment shaders using common
WebGL features (Sec. 3). Similar techniques could be used on other
current low-complexity decoders. Then, we show how this solution
can be embedded in a scalable framework capable to handle multi-
layered relightable models in web settings. We do so by exploiting
interpolation of the latent representation to construct level-of-detail
(LOD) approximations of the neural representation, using it both
offline, to build a discrete LOD hierarchy, and at run-time, to sup-
port fine-grained adaptive time-critical rendering through resam-
pling (Sec. 4). Finally, we analyze the performance and capabilities
of the method on the inspection of cultural heritage models (Sec. 5)
and conclude with a discussion and view of future works (Sec. 6).

The solutions introduced in this paper will be released as open-
source software within the OpenLIME framework [Ope22], a new
open-source initiative focused on the web-based exploration of
stratigraphic relightable models.

2. Related work

Image-based relighting techniques using specialized reflectance
models, and web deployment of those solutions are vast and well-
researched subjects, and complete coverage of the literature is out
of the scope of this paper. We discuss here only the approaches
most closely related to ours, and we refer the reader to established
surveys for a wider coverage [PDC∗19, TFT∗20].

Relightable image models and neural representations. Image-
based relighting relies on storing for each image location a de-
scription that is used in real-time to produce, while panning and
zooming, the rendering of areas of the image under a novel, virtual
illumination. Methods that separate shape and material informa-
tion can produce flexible physically-based descriptions (e.g., nor-
mal/depth fields and BRDFs) that generate realistic images and
can be integrated into standard real-time and high-quality render-
ers. However, they are very hard to generate from sampled data
and are limited in terms of classes of objects and material be-
haviors [GGG∗16, PAZ∗23]. For this reason, the vast majority of
methods approximate the reflectance field with a formulation that
provides the mapping from lighting parameters to final render-
able values, without explicitly separating shape and material in-
formation [PDC∗19]. The seminal approach is Polynomial Tex-
ture Mapping (PTM) [MGW01], which stores per-pixel coefficients
of a bi-quadratic polynomial that best fits the color variations of
the pixel as a function of the incident light direction. Follow-
ups increased the quality by changing the polynomial formula-
tion [ZD14], using a Hemi-Spherical Harmonics (HSH) formula-
tion to better fit angular data [GKPB04], or a Discrete Modal De-
composition (DMD) [PLGF∗15]. The compactness and low com-
plexity make these techniques suitable for fast interactive relight-
ing in local and remote visualization. Without extra information,
however, these methods are limited to model only low-frequency
behavior [DHOMH12]. Radial Basis Function (RBF) interpolation
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has been proposed as an alternative to simple parametric func-
tions [GCD∗18], but the method requires run-time access to the
original massive image stack and is not suitable for interactive re-
lighting. The approach was later combined with Principal Compo-
nent Analysis (PCA) compression of the image stack and RBF in-
terpolation in light space to improve efficiency at the cost of a slight
reduction in quality [PCS18]. In recent years, neural networks have
emerged as a viable technique for compression, approximation,
and interpolation tasks from large amounts of data, and have been
also applied to similar settings [TFT∗20]. Representative examples
are light-transport-matrix interpolation [RDL∗15] and deep relight-
ing [XSHR18]. These approaches, however, were not directly ap-
plied in a MLIC setting. The NeuralRTI approach [DFP∗20,PB23]
uses a fully connected asymmetric autoencoder to encode the orig-
inal per-pixel information into a low-dimensional vector and to de-
code it to reconstruct pixel values from the pixel encoding and a
novel light direction. The method has improved quality with re-
spect to classic solutions but has performance limitations that make
interactive relighting difficult for large models and/or screen sizes.
In this work, we show how to exploit the continuity of the latent
representation to produce a multiresolution structure that can be ef-
ficiently encoded in web- and GPU-friendly formats and exploited
in a flexible adaptive rendering pipeline.

Integration of neural models in web viewers. Running deep-
learning-powered Web applications in browsers has been the tar-
get of many recent efforts since the web environment promises
to simplify cross-platform portability and serves a large variety of
users [MXZ∗19]. For this reason, several JavaScript-based deep-
learning frameworks and libraries have been introduced in the re-
cent past. These include ConvNetJS [Kar22], WebDNN [HKUH17],
Mind [Mil22] and TensorFlow.js [STA∗19]. These solutions, how-
ever, strive to offer general-purpose ways to build entire applica-
tions or embed complex networks. Interoperability with existing
rendering systems is possible but requires particular care, in partic-
ular for the processing and post-processing of data. Since relighting
networks are typically extremely small and simple in their struc-
ture (e.g, reduced feed-forward decoders), realizing them directly
within the shader infrastructure simplifies the deployment of appli-
cations by reducing dependencies, and makes it possible to stream-
line the data encoding, as well as efficiently integrate pre- and post-
processing within a single shader pass.

Interactive relighting tools. Many interactive exploration tools
for flat but visually and geometrically rich models have been pro-
posed and, sometimes, deployed for open, public use [PDC∗19].
While some of these methods target static exploration of im-
age data (e.g., multispectral or stratigraphic data [MAD∗18] or
multi-light image collections [VHW∗18, Mac15]), the vast major-
ity exploit specific compact reflectance models for supporting dy-
namic exploration through virtual relighting. Tools that support
shape and material models, e.g. normals and BRDFs [JAP∗21],
make it possible to emulate realistic local lighting at negligi-
ble costs but are applicable only when such a representation ex-
ists or is reasonable to generate [AAB∗22]. For this reason, the
vast variety of tools exploits specific relightable image formats,
such as PTM [MGW01] and HSH [GKPB04]. While early soft-
ware tools were designed for desktop use and locally resident
data [CHI19], recently web-based solutions have emerged as a flex-

ible means to support multi-platform exploration. These tools typ-
ically use JavaScript, HTML5, and WebGL to interactively dis-
play the models and to tailor the exploration experience to a va-
riety of setups and displays [PCD∗15, BEJZ09]. Web-based tools
for image-based relighting, e.g., WebRTIViewer [P∗19a], PLD-

Webviewer [KUL19], Digital Materiality [DHL17, FBKR17], and
Relight [P∗19b, PCS18], typically support only specific paramet-
ric formulations of relightable images (in particular, PTM and/or
HSH), and use them to provide interactive relighting and some en-
hancement capabilities. In this work, we extend the open-source
OpenLIME framework [Ope22] to flexibly support neural relight-
ing in addition to PTM, HSH, Normal and BRDF, and RBF for-
mats. In addition to showing for the first time an effective integra-
tion of neural models through simple WebGL shaders into a mul-
tiscale tiled renderer, we also introduce adaptive resampling tech-
niques that could be employed to ensure interactivity also for other
computationally-costly techniques.

3. Neural relightable representation

NeuralRTI [DFP∗20] is the neural network that we employ for our
relightable image representation. In this section, we provide back-
ground information on the network structure and training process
and detail how it can be efficiently encoded and executed using
shaders to compute per-pixel colors as a function of light direc-
tion. In the next section, we will detail how we build a tiled mul-
tiresolution format on top of the single-resolution representation
described here, and how we exploit the representation for adaptive
time-critical rendering during interaction.

3.1. Network structure and training

NeuralRTI [DFP∗20] uses an asymmetric encoder-decoder struc-
ture. The encoder processes all the observations of a single pixel
(N RGB tuples associated with the N sampled input light direc-
tions) with fully connected layers and ELU activation functions
(Fig. 2 top), and produces K ≪ 3N latent-space features. The de-
coder takes latent-space features, concatenates them with a given
light direction, and produces the single associated RGB value for
the pixel. The network is trained end-to-end on all the pixels (or
a random subset of) the original MLIC, by minimizing the mean
squared loss between predicted and ground truth pixel values on
the set of given light directions. As a result, the network learns, per
pixel, how to produce the color associated with light directions. By
suitably distributing input lights over the visible hemisphere, we
can approximate continuous relighting functions.

Once the training phase is finished, it is possible to use the en-
coder to produce a final version of the latent features associated
with the observations of each pixel, and to encode them in a map of
per-pixel latent features. Afterward, the encoder is discarded, and
relighted images can be computed just from the learned decoder’s
parameters (weights and biases of the decoder network), which are
common for the entire image, and the per-pixel latent features, as-
sociating them to interactively-set light directions to produce the
input of the decoder (Fig. 2 bottom).

In our implementation, we reduced the number of fully con-
nected layers in the decoder and added one more layer in the en-
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Figure 2: NeuralRTI scheme. In our modified implementation, the

encoder (top image, on the left) has 4 layers, and the decoder (top

image, on the right) has 3 layers. The latent features array K is

concatenated with the light directions vector L = [Lx,Ly]. At infer-

ence time, the encoder is replaced by a precomputed latent feature

map, and only the decoder needs to be executed.

coder, as this choice reduces the rendering complexity without a
relevant impact on the quality of the results. The number of latent
features and the size of the intermediate network layers are constant
in this model and chosen freely in our framework. For the results in
this paper, we used K = 9 as it has been shown that this number of
features is sufficient to provide a relighting with better quality than
3rd-order HSH encoding using 48 per-pixel parameters [DFP∗20].
Similarly to previous work, we also set the size of inner layers to
the number of lights of a typical dome, e.g., S = 50.

In our model, the total number of decoder weights (W ) and biases
(B) is thus calculated using the following expressions:

W = (K +2)×S+S×S+S×3

B = S+S+3
(1)

With decoder layers of size S= 50 and a latent feature vector of size
K = 9, the number of weights and related multiplications is W =
3200, and the number of biases and related additions is B = 103.
K = 9 latent code values are, instead, stored per pixel. We currently
perform feature quantization after training, to store each latent code
in 8 bits. In the future, we plan to include quantization directly in
the training process, to further improve accuracy.

3.2. Practical decoding and custom fragment shader

While the NeuralRTI relighting has improved quality over standard
relighting methods at similar or minor storage costs, this comes at
the cost of a more complex online rendering procedure. A Neural-
RTI real-time decoder must, in fact, perform the following calcula-
tions for each pixel: internal product between the layer’s input and
weights matrix, addition with biases vector, and application of the
activation function.

We implemented a custom WebGL 2 shader to perform these
tasks, avoiding external library dependencies and easing the inte-
gration with a rendering subsystem. The network sequence of op-
erations is the following: sample the latent space feature using the

pixel’s coordinate, combine it with a given light direction, and per-
form forward propagation of these values in the network until we
reach the final stage with the output color, each layer computing
its output as a dot product of input and weights, a sum with biases,
and an application of the activation function (ELU for inner layers,
identity for the final one).

Figure 3: The 9 per-pixel latent features are quantized and stored

in three parallel RGB textures

The latent space features are generated as a matrix of size
H ×W × K, where H ×W is the resolution of the input images
and K is the number of features saved for each pixel, that we set
equal to 9 in the experiments. In order to facilitate the sampling
of this representation, we encode them in a series of RGB tex-
tures. The matrix is, thus, split into sub-matrices of dimensions
H ×W × 3, and values quantized to 8 bits, with associated per-
channel slope/intercept values for floating point conversion. We
will see in Sec. 4 that we further split these textures into tiles,
and build a multiresolution hierarchy, to enable adaptive render-
ing. Fig. 3 shows the texture encoding of the latent feature map of
a 256x256 portion of the dataset explored in Fig. 1 left.

At the beginning of the shader, all the textures are sampled at the
target pixel coordinates, and the result is stored in a vector of size
K + 2, with the last two components filled with the light direction
communicated to the shader in a uniform variable. This vector con-
stitutes the input of the first network layer. Also, note that it would
be possible to control per-pixel light direction through a light map.

The storage cost of the weights and biases of the decoding net-
work, which has to be transmitted once per image, is less than 3.5K
floating point values for typical network configurations (Equa-
tion 1). We have thus decided to store it in uniform arrays of 4-
component vectors (vec4). This grouping makes it possible to fit
the full network within the limits on array size for uniform arrays
and, most importantly, allows us to exploit alignment and vector-
ized dot products and sums to compute the input to the activation
function. By padding arrays of size not multiple of four with ze-
ros, we can handle any network configuration. The same padding
to a multiple of four is performed on the K + 2 input vector (fea-
tures+light direction), leading to three vec4 variables when K = 9.

Since all the pixels compute the exact same sequence of vector-
ized operations to produce the output pixel, and all dot products
and sums are aligned on 16-byte boundaries, there is no divergence
in the shading threads.

Even though the network is customizable with different numbers
of features and layer sizes, a size-specific shader is produced at
compile time, transforming all network configuration parameters
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to constants in the shader source. This permits to use constant-size
uniform arrays and fixed-size loops that can be effectively unrolled.

Moreover, we exploit the dataflow design of OpenLIME

shaders [Ope22] to combine NeuralRTI color computation with a
sequence of post-processing operations, without the need for mul-
tipass rendering. In this design, the shading functions associated
with each representation are not implemented in the main() func-
tion of the fragment shader, but as a shader function that produces a
fragment color given their input. Filtering functions can then be ap-
pended to the shader, each one modifying the input fragment color
to produce another one. The system takes care to generate a suit-
able main() function for the fragment shader, that calls all the
individual shading functions in the correct sequence. We use this,
in particular, to perform gamma, brightness, color-remapping, and
contrast correction on neural renderings using the same tools the
framework makes available to all other rendering representations
(Normal+BRDF, PTM, HSH, RBF).

4. Scalable exploration of multi-layered models

Interactive exploration of large datasets on web platforms requires
the usage of adaptive techniques to ensure sufficient low-latency
and high-frequency feedback while coping with limitations in end-
to-end bandwidth, memory available on client devices, and compu-
tation power. Multi-layered relightable models require additional
resources both for the number of layers and the complexity and cost
of the mathematical models used for rendering. At the core of these
methods is the precomputation of levels-of-detail (Sec. 4.1), their
efficient storage and transmission (Sec. 4.2), and their exploitation
in adaptive rendering methods that maintain and render an adaptive
working set (Sec. 4.3)

4.1. Precomputed level-of-detail structure

Scalability on large planar or 2.5D datasets is usually achieved with
precomputation and storage of the source model in a pyramidal for-
mat, typically a quadtree [PG07]. To construct the pyramidal repre-
sentation, the dataset is iteratively filtered and scaled by a factor of
two, and each level of detail (LOD) is cut into small tiles. This al-
lows to explore arbitrarily large datasets with limited resources. By
matching the tile resolution in the working set with the screen reso-
lution, rendering can be achieved with just one sample per pixel
at all scales, and the amount of resources (the number of tiles)
required to be transmitted, locally stored, and processed is deter-
mined only by the size of the screen.

This approach, originally developed for large image exploration,
is routinely employed for relighting models. The construction of
the various levels of detail, however, requires performing repeated
filtering of higher-resolution data to construct the coarser levels, as
wall as to interpolate among them to avoid restricting adaptivity
to power-of-two resolutions. In order to avoid aliasing, this filter-
ing cannot be a simple sub-sampling but has to suitably combine
the values in the filter’s kernel. Using simple image processing fil-
ters (e.g., averaging), on PTM and HSH models has been shown to
produce reasonable results, which is justified by the linearity (with
respect to the per-pixel coefficients) of the mathematical model.
Performing these operations off-line on the original data prior to

encoding is not a full solution, as it does not support run-time adap-
tation to non-power-of-two scales.

While the NeuralRTI representation is not linear, we have also
empirically verified, in practice, that averaging nearby latent space
features also tend to produce a pixel whose relighting behavior is
similar to that of the averaged pixels (i.e., close to averaging the re-
flected colors at similar incident angles). As one can see in Fig. 3,
the distribution of values in latent textures mimics the color distri-
bution in the original image. Fig. 4 compares a reference zoomed
image of a portion of the Oseberg Find dataset in Fig. 1 left, ob-
tained by performing relighting and then resampling the relighted
colors, with the image obtained by resampling the latent features
at the output resolution and then performing relighting. The two
images are very similar, as also visible in the FLIP [ANA∗20] dif-
ference map and FLIP difference histogram and statistics. For this
reason, we are directly performing resampling and filtering in latent
space, using the same tools as for other representations. It should be
noted that this approach has also been used for creating mipmaps
for nonlinear representations, such as BRDFs (e.g, [JAP∗21], that
builds a pyramid over Ward parameters). While the results are al-
ready acceptable for the datasets we have used, we plan, for the
future, to explicitly introduce constraints in the network to ensure
the interpolability conditions at training time, as done, e.g., in gen-
erative networks for image interpolation [CXTJ19, LXL∗23]

4.2. Web-friendly compression and decompression

In remote visualization, data compression is essential to cope with
bandwidth constraints. In our case, the transmission cost is almost
entirely due to the latent feature maps storing per-pixel data, since
the network structure, weights, and biases are shared for the entire
dataset and amount to a few kilobytes (see Sec. 3). For compress-
ing the latent maps, the execution on a web platform encourages
the usage of PNG, JPEG, or WebP, which are the formats natively
supported in all common browsers [MDN23]. As seen in Fig. 3, the
images resulting from the coefficient planes exhibit a structure sim-
ilar to that of RGB photographic images, making JPEG a suitable
choice for efficient compression of the image tiles that encode per-
pixel latent-space features. The default parameters for JPEG com-
pression are, however, optimized for perceptually-aware quantiza-
tion. For example, the compressor handles chroma and luminance
at different sampling rates and strives to take advantage of the cor-
relation among RGB planes. However, neural coefficients do not
exhibit a direct or strong correlation with these characteristics in
the final image (unlike, e.g., PTM). As a result, we have chosen to
disable the default conversion to the YUV color space, deactivate
chroma subsampling, and utilize non-biased quantization tables.

4.3. Adaptive rendering

The computational power required for interactive neural network
relighting can easily become a bottleneck depending on the hard-
ware available, especially over the web, where a wide variety of
devices needs to be supported. Therefore, we optimized our server
to be able to meet time constraints. Since the computation of the
final color given the latent space features and a light direction is
the most costly operation, we can improve performance by control-
ling the number of relighted pixels. All the optimizations exploit
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Figure 4: From the left: reference zoomed image obtained by relighting and then resampling in color space; zoomed image obtained by

resampling in latent space and relighting individual pixels; FLIP difference map; FLIP difference histogram and statistics.

auxiliary memory (framebuffer) to render offline the tiles before
presenting them on screen.

The first optimization exploits the decoupling between camera
motion and shading under direct illumination. Since the final color
is independent of camera motion, we can cache the relighted result,
and reuse already available shaded tiles when the camera moves. In
particular, under panning, only a few newly entering tiles per frame
need to be computed.

The second optimization introduces time-critical features, in
which we adaptively control the number of relighted pixels per
frame. We do so indirectly, by setting a target framerate (e.g.,
30fps) and deriving the relighted pixel budget from performance
measures. At each frame, we then dynamically adapt the resolution
of intermediate textures to the available budget by setting the vir-
tual rendering resolution to be the minimum between the viewport
resolution and the resolution dictated by the available budget. The
input coefficients for each target pixel are then resampled from the
closest available LOD. This LOD is the first one with a resolution
higher or equal to the required resolution, if available, or the high-
est resolution parent if not available. Bilinear interpolation is used
for sampling.

5. Implementation and results

An experimental software library supporting the methods described
in this work has been implemented using JavaScript and WebGL2
and integrated within the OpenLIME framework [Ope22]. The ba-
sic features for neural rendering have been implemented in a spe-
cific shader class, while the features describing interactive adap-
tive rendering have been realized by modifying the overall render-
ing framework and are, therefore, available also to other rendering
tools. The preprocessing features for the offline creation of image
pyramids containing the neural coefficients were, instead, realized
using Python and Keras for the fitting part and the creation of the
full resolution representation, and vips [VIP22] for the conversion
to the multiresolution deepzoom format [Mic08]. We employed a
tile size of 256× 256 with no overlap. Using the tarzoom utility
provided by OpenLime, the directory tree containing all the tiles is
then sequentially concatenated into a single file, augmented with an
index that contains the start offset of each tile (and thus implicitly
also its size). Having a single data file makes it possible to move
the entire representation quickly among different machines and file
systems, and supports very efficiently the extraction of individual

tiles with simple range queries on a locally stored file (through
mmap) or remotely (through any modern HTTP server).

5.1. Relighting quality

The improved quality of data-driven neural relighting with re-
spect to methods using fixed bases with a similar or moder-
ately higher number of coefficients has been assessed in previous
works [DFP∗20], and we do not perform an extensive analysis here.
We just report that our modified version of NeuralRTI, with a re-
duced decoder and an improved encoder, provides results that are
better than the original code. Tab. 1 summarizes the results obtained
on the SyhthRTI benchmark [DFP∗20]. We report results obtained
with a 3rd order HSH (16 coefficients per color channel and a total
of 48 bytes per pixel), the original NeuralRTI (9 bytes per pixel),
and our modified architecture (9 bytes per pixel). As we can see,
the proposed method has a significantly higher PSNR not only with
respect to the original NeuralRTI at the same storage cost but also
with respect to an HSH representation with over 5 times the storage
and bandwidth requirements.

Visually, the improved quality is clearly visible in the reproduc-
tion of specular highlights and global illumination effects. An ex-
ample can be seen in Fig. 5.

Dataset HSH 3rd ord. Neural (orig) Ours

Texture Bytes/pixel 48 9 9

SynthRTI Single 33.33 31.00 34.60

SynthRTI Multi 26.46 27.39 28.80

Table 1: Comparison of average PSNR obtained on the SyhthRTI

benchmark [DFP∗20]. We report results obtained with a 3rd-order

HSH (48 coefficients), the original NeuralRTI (9 coefficients), and

our modified architecture (9 coefficients).

5.2. Rendering performance

We have extensively tested our system with a number of datasets,
evaluating the relighted image quality and testing the effect of the
different optimization choices on the performance of the interac-
tive relighting on different platforms. As a representative example
of typical use cases, Fig. 1 presents an exploration of two cultural

© 2023 The Authors.
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(a) Ground truth (b) 3rd-order HSH (c) Neural (d) HSH FLIP difference (e) Neural FLIP difference

Figure 5: (a) Original image from a a MLIC of modern carnelian beads, Indian origin (Angkur Gems society), courtesy of Modern Repository

from F. Debrabant and Captured by Mercurio Imaging; (b) Image relighted with the same light direction using a 3rd order HSH model fitted

on the original MLIC. (c) Image relighted with the same light direction using our neural relighting implementation trained on the original

MLIC. (d) FLIP difference map comparing the HSH relighting with the ground truth. High values are clearly visible in the regions with

highlights and shadows. (d) FLIP difference map comparing the neural relighting with the ground truth: perceptual differences are strongly

decreased.

Figure 6: Frames from one of the sequences in the accompanying video. Real-time capture of the exploration of the Oseberg Find dataset

using the neural representation for the entire image and PTM inside a virtual lens. The user interacts on a large touch-screen display driven

by a desktop PC.

heritage dataset on a laptop with integrated graphics and on a mu-
seum installation driven by a desktop PC. The dataset in the left
image is a High-resolution RTI capture of textile artifacts from the
Oseberg Find, coming from a Viking Age burial mound at Ose-
berg in south Norway. Data is courtesy of Tomasz Łojewski (AGH
University of Science and Technology, Kraków). The resolution of
the processed images is 6240x4140. The dataset on the right im-
age, instead, depicts an organ door with an announcing angel, 17th
century, belonging to the Diocesan Museum of Vicenza and cap-
tured with handheld-light RTI in collaboration with the Accademia
delle Belle Arti of Verona. The cropped and processed dataset has a
resolution of 6555x3942. In terms of hardware configurations, the
laptop has an Intel Coffee Lake GT2 graphics, and drives a full-

HD display. The desktop PIC, instead, has an NVIDIA RTX 2080
Ti graphics board, driving a 4K 98-inch multi-touch display. Both
PCs run Linux and use the Chromium Web browser.

The accompanying video illustrates the performance and quality
achieved by showing interactive captures of exploration sequences.
Fig. 6 shows representative frames from an inspection sequence
included in the video.

In this paper, we report on the performance obtained for the ex-
ploration of the Oseberg Find dataset on the laptop PC, which is
the most challenging situation given the much lower performance
of the mobile integrated graphics board with respect to the gaming
card used in the desktop PC.

© 2023 The Authors.
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Figure 7: Selected frames from the inspection of the Oseberg Find dataset used for benchmarking (adaptive version). The frames are ordered

left to right, top to bottom. The sequence starts with the interactive motion of the light (frames 1-3), followed by a zooming sequence (frames

3=5), another light motion (frames 5-6), and a final panning (frames 7-8). The application is running on a laptop with integrated graphics.

We recorded a short inspection sequence that involved manipu-
lating the lighting, followed by zooming, another lighting adjust-
ment, and finally panning the dataset. Representative frames are
Fig. 7). We recorded user interaction, and repeated the sequence
with and without the adaptive rendering optimization, with data res-
ident on a local HTTP server and cleared cache, with the browser
taking the entire full HD screen.

Without optimization, the renderer achieves, on average,
14.79fps and recomputes on average 393216 pixels/frame. In this
benchmark, the recomputed pixel count is about 20% of the view-
port size, since caching reduces the amount of required relighting
during panning motion, and zooming on the dataset achieves a 2x
magnification. It should be noted, also, that the renderer performs
asynchronous loading. Since rendering takes some time, there are
visual discontinuities when new tiles arrive and are incorporated
within the view.

When adaptive optimization is enabled with a target frame rate
of 30fps, the renderer achieves a performance of 35.16fps (i.e.,
close to the target). The higher and more constant performance is
obtained by adaptively reducing the number of shaded pixels per
frame during the motion to an average of 148226. Since about half
of the pixels are shaded in the adaptive version, there is some slight
blurring during motion with respect to the non-adaptive version, but
with the advantage of a much smoother constant frame rate. When
the image becomes still, moreover, the renderer progressively im-
proves quality until the maximum attainable.

The accompanying video illustrates the behavior of the system,
also when combining multiple layers. In particular, we present a use
case in which the neural representation is used for the entire image,
while a PTM representation is displayed inside a visualization lens.
Fig. 6 shows selected frames from a recorded sequence included in
the video, in which the user directly manipulates camera, light, and
lens with touch interaction on a 98-inch 4K multitouch display. The
example shows the possibility of using the web-based interface also
for museum installations, by configuring the browser to run in kiosk
mode.

Even though the inspected model is opaque and has a diffuse
BRDF, in the video and the frames, it is also possible to see that the

neural representations provides more details than PTM at the same
storage and bandwidth cost. In particular, the shadows in the lens
area appear oversmoothed, making it more difficult to perceive the
patterns in the textile. Shadows in the neural relighting are more
similar to ground truth data, and their improved contrast can help
the experts’ analysis. An even larger improvement would occur in
the analysis of objects with more complex or specular appearances,
such as the artefact in Fig. 5.

Since the neural representation has the same storage and band-
width cost of PTM, and can be constructed from the exact same
input data with a similar end-to-end pipeline, we expect that our
approach for providing interactive performance inside a web-based
platforms will boost its adoption and increase the quality of re-
lightable models.

6. Conclusions

We have reported on our work targeting the integration of com-
plex relightable models based on neural encoding into modern web
frameworks for the inspection of stratigraphic relightable models.

By relying on the fact that typical neural reflectance field ap-
proximations need only to implement a simple decoder (typically a
low-depth fully-connected network), we have shown that it is pos-
sible to directly encode weights and input data into web- and GPU-
friendly formats that exploit common image formats and texturing
features. By doing so, we have been able to implement the network
in a way that does not significantly differ from the design of other
typical RTI shaders. This solution has made it possible to avoid the
incorporation of, and communication with, external deep-learning
libraries, and to incorporate extra per-fragment filtering steps (e.g.,
gamma correction) without the need to resort to multipass solu-
tions.

We have also empirically demonstrated that, in practice, the
latent representation of nearby pixels, in the employed network,
can be combined, filtered, and resampled without producing sig-
nificant disturbing artifacts on the generated output image. This
fact has made it possible to use filtering and resampling as ma-
jor building blocks to build levels of detail and adaptive rendering
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solutions. It should be noted that the assumption that some deep
neural networks can model input data as flat and smooth distri-
butions are specifically employed, e.g., in latent-space image in-
terpolation approaches, where, if x and y are sampled from two
respective domains X and Y , moving from x toward y in the la-
tent space continuously produces realistic images from domain X
to Y [CXTJ19, LXL∗23]. While this property was only empiri-
cally verified for our network [DFP∗20], an important avenue of
research is the design of other (guaranteed) interpolable networks
for reflectance function encoding. This sort of approach has already
been explored for Neural BRDFs [SRRW21], but, to the best of our
knowledge, not in reflectance modeling for RTI.

Furthermore, the solutions employed for ensuring interactivity
through a combination of precomputed discrete levels of details,
run-time adaptive resampling, smart caching, and exploitation of
decoupling between lighting and camera control, are not limited to
neural representations but promise to be general solutions to also
efficiently incorporate other costly relighting methods into an in-
teractive viewer. Interesting candidates are those based on RBF in-
terpolation [GCD∗18, PCS18].

The presented results on cultural heritage item inspections have
shown the method’s appeal and flexibility. As the method supports
the same features of more standard PTM and HSH solutions, we
expect it to become a possible plug-in replacement that provides
a higher-quality experience with respect to current low-frequency
solutions. To the benefit of the community, we plan to release
its implementation as open source within the OpenLIME frame-
work [Ope22].
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